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Bramptonist is about
Brampton, ON and
everything that happens
in it.
Restaurant openings, up-and-coming hotspots, best-of
lists. We bring news, opinion, entertainment and culture
to the 18-35 age demographic in a fresh and engaging
way.
We’re shaping the way people see Brampton. We keep
it light -- our fun, edgy content encourages people to
interact with Brampton in a new and exciting way.

75,000+
page views a
month

700+		
newsletter
subscribers

9.1K

collective
social followers
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Our
Readers
Our readership is made up
largely of Millenials from
Brampton. They value
hyper-local content. From
arts and culture junkies to
die-hard foodies, our readers
know that newspapers are for
their parents’ generation.
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Let’s work
together.
Looking to reach people primarily in the Brampton
area? We’ll help you get their attention and spur
them to action. Our display ads, sponsored posts,
events and other options offer a wide variety of opportunities to get your message across and make a
splash.
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Display Ads

Homepage & Category Pages

Homepage & Category Page Placements
• 1067x120 Super Leaderboard (above the fold)
• 300x250 Medium Rectangle (Sidebar)
• 1067x100 Super Leaderboard (below the fold)

Interior Pages

Interior Placements
• 1067x120 Super Leaderboard
• 720x90 Inline Leaderboard
• 300x600 Half Page (Sidebar)
• 300x250 Medium Rectangle (Sidebar)
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Unit

Specs

Cost

Super Leaderboard [Above the fold]

1067x120 Super Leaderboard [All pages]

$20/CPM

Super Leaderboard [Below the fold]

1067x120 Super Leaderboard [home/category]

$10/CPM

Half Page

300x600 Half Page [home/category]

$10/CPM

Interior Half Page

300x600 Half Page [interior]

$15/CPM

Interior Medium Rectangle

300x250 Medium Rectangle

$12/CPM

Inline Leaderboard

720x90 Leaderboard [In post]

$15/CPM

What is CPM?

CPM stands for cost per thousand impressions. For example, to have your ad appear 40,000 times at a CPM
of $10 would cost $400. (400,000 impressions x $10 / 1000).
**40,000 impression minimum purchase. Interior ads run on two rotations.
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Sponsored Posts
Engaging and interesting, our sponsored posts
integrate seamlessly with the rest of our editorial content, providing you with the opportunity
to speak directly to our audience. Tell us what
your message is and our editorial staff will deliver a post that fits your brand and fits well with
our daily postings.
Sponsored posts are great for event, product
and service promotion -- or use it to spread the
word about a new campaign, giveaway or anything else your brand is up to.
Sponsored posts appear on the homepage,
above the fold for one week and are shared
across our various social media channels. Posts
are written in-house, taking into account your
brand’s overarching objectives.
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Dedicated Email
Deliver your message straight to our
audience’s inbox! Typically short and sweet
with a strong call to action, dedicated
emails are great for event promotion,
exclusive offers, contests and giveaways
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Email Ads
Email ads are Included in Bramptonist’s weekly
e-newsletter. The following placements are
available:
• 728x90 Leaderboard
• 300x250 Rectangle
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Design
Takeover
Looking to make a big statement and get
your message across? Our takeovers offer a
high-impact opportunity to reach your
desired audience. With complete takeover of
the Bramptonist homepage and internal pages
for one week, you’ll be heard loud and clear.
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Video Overlay Ads
x

Targeted to particular sections of the website,
video displays are a high-impact way to showcase
your interactive media to our unique visitors.

Social Media Videos
A short 30-40 second video story all about you
and your brand. Adding an interesting new food
item to your menu or looking to engage with
your audience harnessing the power of video?
We’ll shoot and edit a short video and share it
through our social networks. It will also reside on
our videos page forever.
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Special Events
Bramptonist can bring your brand to life with an
exclusive event, giving you valuable face time with our
young, engaged readers. Our readers want to discover
Brampton, let’s give them what they want!
From a low-key after hours schmooze to a VIP lounge
or exclusive supper club, our team can brainstorm, plan
and execute the best event to help you achieve your
brand objectives.

Opening a new restaurant, re-launching your menu or
releasing a new product? Here’s your chance to stand
out in a big way!

For more information about hosting
an event with Bramptonist, please
contact us at info@bramptonist.com
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Unit

Specs

Cost

Sponsored Posts

Featured image or video, Up to 400 words, text/links

$499

Dedicated Email

500x300 image, 2 paragraphs of text/link

$329

Email Leaderboard

728x90 Leaderboard

$199

Email Med. Rectangle

300x600 Rectangle

$199

Takeover

Please Contact Us

Social Media Videos

$599

Video Overlay Ads

Please Contact Us

Special Events

Please Contact Us
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Get
in touch
For ad specs, bookings or further details about ads and other
promotional offerings, please contact us at

info@bramptonist.com
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